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Abstract. The well-known theory of square-integrable representations is

generalized to the case of primary representations (not necessarily type I)

quasi-contained in either the regular representation or the representation

induced from a character of the center of a (not necessarily unimodular)

locally compact group, and relations with the topology of the primitive ideal

space of the group C*-algebra are obtained. The cases of discrete and

almost connected groups are examined in more detail, and it is shown that

for such groups, square-integrable factor representations must be traceable.

For connected Lie groups, these representations can (in principle) be

determined up to quasi-equivalence using a complicated construction of L.

Pukanszky-for type I simply connected solvable Lie groups, the characteri-

zation reduces to that conjectured by C. C. Moore and J. Wolf. In the case

of unimodular exponential groups, essentially everything is as in the nilpo-

tent case (including a result on multiplicities in the decomposition of

L2(G/T), T a discrete uniform subgroup of G). Finally, it is shown that the

same criterion as for type I solvable Lie groups characterizes the square-

integrable representations of certain solvable p-adic groups studied by R.

Howe.

1. Introduction. The theory of square-integrable irreducible representations

of unimodular groups has been understood for some time, and is easily

accessible in [8, §14] and [36]. Modifications have been introduced to take

into account groups with noncompact center (e.g., [24]) and nonunimodular

groups (most notably [10]; cf. also [25], [26]), but until recently, we were

unaware of any treatment of non-type I square-integrable representations

aside from some remarks on cyclic representations in [36], [25], and [26]. A

few months ago, the author received a copy of [7], which, in Chapter III, does

treat a much more general situation, but here the emphasis is on von

Neumann algebras and not much is said about groups. The lack of study of

general square-integrable representations would not be much of a deficiency

were it not for the fact that many discrete groups and Lie groups have
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non-type I regular representations which are both tractable and interesting.

For instance, no infinite discrete group can have any square-integrable

irreducible representations [36, Corollary 5.12], yet as we shall see, many such

groups have computable square-integrable factor representations. These enter

into the central decomposition of the regular representation in the same way

that square-integrable irreducible representations enter into the Plancherel

formula of a type I group.

The body of this paper is in four sections. §2 contains a brief exposition of

the general theory of square-integrable factor representations of locally

compact groups, designed to fill at least part of the gap discussed above. The

results are less complete than in the type I case because one can no longer

define a "formal degree" in the usual way(2). §2 also contains some more

specific results about almost connected and discrete groups, most notably the

fact that every square-integrable factor representation of an almost connected

group is traceable; some connections with the topology of the primitive ideal

space of the group C*-algebra are also included. §3 deals with connected Lie

groups, and relies heavily on recent advances made by L. Pukanszky [29]-[33]

in the study of the representation theory of these groups. We give a charac-

terization of the square-integrable factor representations of Lie groups which,

when specialized to the case of type I solvable groups, verifies a conjecture of

C. C. Moore and J. Wolf [24]. We also prove a sufficient condition for a

primitive ideal in the group C*-algebra of a solvable Lie group to be

maximal, partially clarifying some results of [23] and [33] and relevant to

unimodular groups with square-integrable factor representations. §§4 and 5

deal with the more classical situation of type I groups, but we include them in

this paper since the results amplify the results of §3. §4 concerns exponential

Lie groups, to which (especially in the unimodular case) one can generalize

most of the results of [24], and §5 concerns certain .p-adic solvable algebraic

groups studied by R. Howe [18]. Our approach in §4 is via a theorem (3.5) of

§3 and the methods of Moore and Wolf, rather than by an alternate method

of M. Duflo and M. Raïs [11].

The author is indebted to Professors Marc A. Rieffel and Calvin C. Moore

and to Philip Green for several helpful discussions on the subject of this

paper. He particularly wishes to thank Professor Moore for the proofs of

Proposition 2.18 and 4.4, Professor Michèle Vergne for the proof of Lemma

4.6, and Professor Rieffel for a careful reading of the manuscript which

resulted in elimination of a number of errors and obscurities.

(2) C. C. Moore has found analogues of the formal degree and second orthogonality relations

in our context, but their formulation appears rather different from the traditional form for

irreducible representations.
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2. General theory of square-integrable factor representations.

2.1. Notation. Throughout this paper, G will generally denote a locally

compact group. We use the notations G0 for the connected component of the

identity element in G and Z(G), or just Z, for the center of G. C*(G) denotes

the group C*-algebra [8, 13.9.1] of G and %(G), ^(G) denote the

convolution algebras of continuous functions with compact support and (for

Lie groups) C00 functions with compact support on G, respectively, which we

often view as subalgebras of C*(G). Prim(G) denotes the primitive ideal

space of C*(G), which is a T0 space in the Jacobson hull-kernel topology. A

representation of G always means a continuous unitary representation on a

Hilbert space. We sometimes identify representations with their unitary

equivalence classes. If a is a representation of G, the kernel of a generally

means not the group-theoretic kernel of o but rather the kernel of the

associated *-representation of C*(G). If H is a closed subgroup of G and o is

a representation of H, lndH^Go denotes the induced representation of G, in

the sense of Mackey and Blattner. A projective representation of G on a

Hilbert space DC is a homomorphism from G to the projective unitary group

PU(3C) on % which is continuous when PU(OC) is given the quotient

topology of the strong operator topology. T denotes the circle group of

complex numbers of modulus one. If V is a finite-dimensional real vector

space, V* denotes its real dual. And if G operates on a space X, Gx denotes

the stability group ofxEX'rnG.

2.2. Definitions. Next we review and extend slightly some definitions from

[10] and [24]. Let it be a representation of G on a Hilbert space %. The

coefficients of it are the functions c^ (£, tj G %) on G given by c^(g) —

(£, ir(g)ri) (g E G). Coefficients are, of course, bounded and continuous. If

m is a factor representation, m is said to be square-integrable in the strict sense

(S.I.S.S.) if it has at least one nonzero square-integrable coefficient. Let

Z = Z(G). For a factor representation 77, tt(Z) consists of scalar multiples of

the identity operator, so that ir\Z is a multiple of a unitary character of Z. In

particular, the absolute value of a coefficient for it is constant on cosets of Z,

and may be viewed as a function on G/Z. We say that m is square-integrable

in the weak sense (S.I.W.S.) if for some nonzero coefficient c^ of it, \c^\ E

L2(G/Z). As pointed out for irreducible representations in [24], when Z is

compact, 77 is S.I.S.S. if and only if 77 is S.I.W.S., and when Z is not compact,

G has no S.I.S.S. factor representations. If a is a projective representation of

G, then (with slight abuse of notation) it still makes sense to define Ic^Kg) =

Kl> a(g)v)\ f°rg £ G, and \c^\ is a continuous function. We say o is S.I.S.S.

if \c^\ G L2(G) for some £, tj G % such that \c^\ sé 0. S.I.W.S. repre-
sentations of G may always be viewed as S.I.S.S. projective representations of

the group G/Z, and therefore the theories of S.I.W.S. and S.I.S.S. represen-

tations are essentially the same in most respects.
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2.3. Proposition. Let G be a locally compact group, it a factor representation

ofG.
(a) Then the following are equivalent:

(i) it is S.I.S.S.
(ii) it is quasi-equivalent to a subrepresentation of the left regular repre-

sentation X of G.

(b) Let Z be the center of G and let x be the element of Z of which ir\Z is a

multiple. Then the following are equivalent:

(i)irisS.I.W.S.

(ii) m is quasi-equivalent to a subrepresentation of Indz1.cx-

Proof, (a) When G is separable, this is a direct consequence of [7, III.

2.7—III. 2.12]. However, even in this case, it seems preferable to give a direct

proof. We essentially repeat the argument of [10, Theorem 2]. First assume

(ii), and let o be a subrepresentation of X quasi-equivalent to m. The argument

of [10] applies without change to show that a has a nonzero square-integrable

coefficient. Let < denote containment of representations. Since it and a are

quasi-equivalent, either it < o or o < it (see [8, Propositions 5.2.9 and

5.3.1 ]). In the first case, by transitivity of <, m < X, and we can replace a by

<tt in the reasoning above to see that (i) holds. In the second case, a nonzero

square-integrable coefficient for o may be viewed as one such for m.

Now assume (i). As in [10], choose |, tj £.%„ such that c^ =£ 0 and

c^ £ L\G), and define Dv: {£ E %„: c^ G L\G))^L2(G) by D¿§ =
Cft. Then Z) is a closed intertwining operator between it and X. The nullspace

V of Dv is closed and 7r(C7)-invariant, and restricting to the orthogonal

complement of V we may assume D^ is one-to-one. (it is quasi-equivalent to

any of its subrepresentations.) Similarly we may cut down to a smaller

invariant subspace and assume Dv is densely defined. Then as in [10,

Theorem 1], polar decomposition of the closed operator Dv produces a

unitary intertwining operator between v and a subrepresentation of X. This

proves (ii).

(b) is proved in exactly the same fashion, using the explicit definition of an

induced representation. It can also be deduced directly from (a), using the

natural correspondence between projective representations of G/Z and

ordinary unitary representations of certain extensions of G/Z by T. (This

correspondence may be established using pull-backs even when G/Z is not

separable—for the very easy argument, see §8 of [37].)

2.4. Proposition (The "orthogonality relation"). If ttx and ir2 are

non-quasi-equivalent S.I.S.S. factor representations of G with square-integrable

coefficients cx and c2, respectively, then c, ±c2 in L2(G). Similarly, if ttx andir2

are non-quasi-equivalent S.I. W.S. factor representations of G both restricting to
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multiples of the same character x of Z, and if c, and c2 are coefficients of 77, and

772, respectively, with \cx\, \c2\ E L2(G/Z), then cx±c2 in the Hilbert space of

IndZTCx-

Proof. We prove only the first case; the second is completely analogous.

Let OCj, 9C¿ be the cyclic left-invariant subspaces of L2(G) generated by

cx, c2, respectively, and let Px, P2 be the corresponding orthogonal

projections. If 3C, and OCj are not orthogonal, then X\(PX%2)~ or X\(P2%X)~

is a nonzero factor representation of G quasi-equivalent to both 77, and 772, a

contradiction.

2.5. The next several propositions are all implicit in the work of Pukanszky

[32], but we spell them out in detail in preparation for the proofs of Theorem

2.13 and Proposition 2.14. Besides, they are of considerable interest in their

own right.

But first we need to recall some definitions from the theory of C*-algebras.

If A is a C*-algebra, a traced representation of A [8, 6.6.1] is a pair (77, t),

where 77 is a ""-representation of A and t is a faithful normal semifinite trace

on the von Neumann algebra tt(A)", such that the intersection of tr(A) with

the ideal of definition of t is weakly dense in ir(A)". When (77, t) is a traced

representation of A, we may view t as a trace on A (rather than on tt(A)"),

and we say 77 is a traceable representation. A traceable factor representation is

also called a normal representation. The same terms apply, of course, to locally

compact groups, since we may identify representations of G and of C*(G).

A homogeneous representation [12] of a C*-algebra is a *-representation

every nonzero subrepresentation of which has the same kernel. Factor repre-

sentations are always homogeneous.

2.6. Proposition ("Pukanszky's Lemma"). Let G be a locally compact

group, and let N be a closed normal subgroup of G, such that G/N is

unimodular. Let (77, t) be a traced representation of N such that the trace r on

C*(N) is G-invariant. Then Ind^^T? is traceable.

Proof. This is essentially proved, although nowhere stated, in [32, §2]. (N

here takes the place of Pukanszky's L; it takes the place of his \%tt du.) The

key to the argument is the construction of a subalgebra $ of C*(G) (cf. [32,

Lemma 2.1.1]), consisting of covariant functions from G into C*(N), on

which there is a natural trace. Pukanszky uses existence of a continuous

cross-section from G/N to G on pp. 98, 103, and 105 of his paper, but this

turns out to be unnecessary if we modify his proofs or the definition of ÍB.

When G is separable (the only case we need), there exists a Borel cross-

section G/N -^ G [1, Chapter I, Proposition 3.2], which we may use instead

of a continuous cross-section wherever one is needed, provided we let
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'S = {bounded Borel functions/: G -> C*(N) of compact support

modulo N\f(nx) = R (n)f(x) for ail n G N, x G G }.

Here R denotes the right regular representation of N on C*(N). Then if we

let a superscript s denote the *-operation on C*(N), we can show that for

/ G $, ||/||2T - iG/Nr(f(xyf(x)) dx is well defined and ||/||T - ||/»||T. || • ||T

then gives rise to the scalar product of a Hilbert algebra corresponding to a

trace for IndN^cTT.

To handle the general case, we may revert to Pukanszky's definition of ©

(the same as above, but with "continuous" replacing "Borel"). It is then

necessary to prove density of % in C*(C7) and existence of enough elements

/ G % with ||/||T < oo. The arguments for this (using a Bruhat "approximate

cross-section") are quite similar to those used by Blattner in [4]; we omit them

since they are not relevant to the rest of this paper.

2.7. Corollary. Let G be a locally compact group, and let N be an open

subgroup of finite index in G. Let o be a traceable representation of N. Then

Ind^o is traceable.

Proof. By [8,6.6.7], it is enough to show that a representation quasi-

equivalent to Indigo- is traceable. Let m = (lndN¡Go)\N. Since G/N is finite,

it is a direct sum of finitely many representations g¡ • o, where g¡ runs over a

set of representatives for G/N in G. Since g¡ • o and o induce the same

representation of G (up to equivalence), Ind^^n- is quasi-equivalent to

IndN^Go. Now if t is a trace for o, 2 g¡ • r is clearly a G-invariant trace for m,

so we need only apply the proposition above or [3, Corollary 3.3.7].

2.8. Recall that the group G is said to be almost connected if G/G0 is

compact. A Lie group is almost connected if and only if it has only finitely

many connected components.

Lemma. Let G be an almost connected locally compact group, and let

J G Prim(G). Then J is the kernel ofiup to quasi-equivalence) at most finitely

many normal representations.

Proof. When G is a connected Lie group, Pukanszky [32, Theorem 1, p.

119] proved something much stronger, namely that J is the kernel of a normal

representation, unique up to quasi-equivalence. We are confident that this

stronger statement remains true for all almost connected groups, but here we

only prove as much as we need for what follows. (The existence of a normal

representation with kernel a given primitive ideal can be deduced from a new

result of D. Poguntke [27], but uniqueness seems to be harder.)

Note first of all that by [22, Proposition 2.2], or by [21], it is enough to

consider the case where G is an almost connected Lie group. So assume G is

Lie, and let p be a normal representation of G with kernel J. By the usual
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Mackey subgroup analysis (see for instance [1, Chapter I, §10] or [37]), p|G0 is

a finite direct sum of factor representations g¡ • m of G0, where g¡ runs over a

set of representatives for G/G0 in G. Since G0 is open and of finite index in

G, we know that C*(G0) is a subalgebra of C*(G), and that C*(G) = 2 g¡-
C*(G0). From this and the fact that p is traceable, it is easy to see that some

$•77, and hence every summand of p|G0 (since the summands are all

conjugates of each other), is traceable. By the theorem for connected Lie

groups, 77 is then determined uniquely up to quasi-equivalence by its kernel.

But the kernels of the g, • 77 are determined by J, so p\ G0 is determined by J

up to quasi-equivalence. Then since p is a factor subrepresentation of

IndCoîC(p|G0), which is a finite direct sum of factor representations, we see

that, up to quasi-equivalence, there are only finitely many possibilities for p.

2.9. Lemma. Let G be a connected, simply connected Lie group. Then G can

be written as a direct product V X G', where V is a vector group and

Z(G% Ç [G\ G'].

Proof. Let g be the Lie algebra of G, let I = [g, g], and let 0 be the center

of g. Letting b be a complement to 0 n I in a, we can choose a complement a

for a + I = b + I in g and let g' = a + I. Note that [b, g] = 0 and [g', g'] Ç I

C g', so that g is the Lie algebra direct sum of b and g'. Then if V and G' are

the analytic subgroups of G with Lie algebras b and g', we have G = V X G'

and Z(G')qC [G', G'].

2.10. Theorem. Let G be a connected, simply connected Lie group, and let D

be a closed central subgroup of G. Then for any x £ Â Ind^cX 's the central

direct integral, with respect to a Borel measure on Prim(G), of traceable

homogeneous representations.

Proof. Write G = V x G' as in the last lemma, and let Z = Z(G),

L = [G,G]. Let G be as in [32], so that G is a locally algebraic simply

connected group containing G and satisfying [G, G] = L. By [32, Lemmas

1.1.1 and 1.1.3], L is type I and regularly embedded in G. Note that

Ad L = LZ/Z is the commutator subgroup of the algebraic group Ad G,

and is therefore automatically closed in Ad G [5, pp. 107-110], hence also in

Ad G = G/Z. So LZ is closed in G. Now Z/(V X (Z n L)) is discrete by

Lemma 2.9, and is free abelian (of finite rank) since it is algebraically

isomorphic to a subgroup of the vector group G/(V X L). So the group

extension

0-* v x (Z n L)-* z-+ z/(v x (z n L))->o

splits and we may choose a complement Z' to V X (Z n L) in Z. Since LZ

is closed and Z is central in G, we also have a topological group isomorphism

LZ s V X L X Z'. It follows that LVD is closed in G and is of the form
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V X Lx D', with D' a complement to F X (Z) n L) in D. (Z)' is, of course,

free abelian of finite rank.)

It is convenient to now let Q = V X L. Fix x G D. Since Í£(fln0

X Z>', we may write x as Xi x X2> wim Xi G (D H ß) and X2 G £'• Then

since go s g x D',

I^d\oX = Index,tc((Ind(i)nß)TeXi) X x2)-

Choose a measure /i in the "semi-Plancherel" measure class of the canoni-

cal decomposition of Ind^ngjfgXi over Q. As on p. 110 of [32], we can fiber

ft as ¡Q/ôVsdvis), where ps is a G-quasi-invariant measure on the orbit s. Then

if n, = If-nit) dpsi$) with it a measurable cross-section from Q to the

concrete irreducible representations of Q, f^/GTIs d"is) is quasi-equivalent to

Ind(£,nß)Tßx,. Exactly as in [32, p. 110], os = IndmG'Tis X xd (which
depends on x) is traceable for y-almost all s E Q/G (here we must use

Pukanszky's Lemma, Proposition 2.6 above), and ¡®osdvis) is a central

decomposition of a representation quasi-equivalent to Ind01,cx.

Using the principal results of [12], we can decompose f®os dvis) further

into a direct integral, with respect to a Borel measure on Prim(G), of

homogeneous representations. Since ^-almost all of the 0, are traceable, and

since any homogeneous representation of G lives on a single G-orbit in Q [32,

Lemma 1.1.8], we see that almost all of the homogeneous representations in

this decomposition are traceable. But again traceability is preserved under

quasi-equivalence [8,6.6.7], so the conclusion of the proposition follows.

2.11. Proposition. Let G be an almost connected Lie group, and let Xq be the

left regular representation of G. Then Xq is the central direct integral, with

respect to a Borel measure on Prim(G), of traceable homogeneous repre-

sentations. In particular, any homogeneous subrepresentation ofXcis traceable.

Proof. Let H be the universal covering group of the connected group G0,

and let D be the kernel of the covering map H -> G0. By the last theorem,

Indötwl is the central direct integral (over Prim(Zz')) of traceable homo-

geneous representations. But as a C*-algebra representation, Ind^^l is just

Aco lifted from C*(Go) to C\H). So X^ is the central direct integral of

traceable homogeneous representations, and clearly we can base this direct

integral on Prim(G0). Say X^ a /®im(c0)7r(^) dpil), where p is a Borel

measure and iriJ) is a traceable homogeneous representation with kernel J.

Then

Acö[ IndGjGiriJ) dpiJ).
•/Prim(C0)

By 2.7 above, each representation in the integrand is traceable and, therefore,

further decomposes into homogeneous traceable representations of G. Now
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we can regroup the integrands (so as to base the direct integral on Prim(G)),

and using the fact that a primitive ideal of C*(G) can lie over only finitely

many primitive ideals of C*(G0), we obtain the desired decomposition of XG.

2.12. The following result strengthens slightly a theorem of J. Dixmier [9].

One would actually like to prove that the regular representation of any almost

connected locally compact group is traceable, but at present this seems to be

known only for unimodular groups (for which the proof is trivial) and for

solvable Lie groups (for which the result is Theorem 4, p. 593 of [29]-the

proof is quite difficult).

Theorem. Let G be any almost connected locally compact group, and let Xq

be its left regular representation. Then the von Neumann algebra generated by

Xq is semifinite; furthermore, any homogeneous subrepresentation of XG is

traceable and is the direct sum of finitely many normal representations. If G is

separable, Xq is the central direct integral, with respect to a Borel measure on

Prim(G), of traceable homogeneous representations.

Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of [9, Lemme 5.3], we can fix a compact

normal subgroup A" of G such that G/K is Lie. Then Xq is a discrete direct

sum of representations Ind^ÍG p, where p G K. As in Dixmier's proof, such a

representation is lifted from a subrepresentation of the regular representation

of an almost connected Lie group, to which we can apply the last proposition.

The desired direct integral decomposition of Xq in the separable case, and the

semifiniteness of Xq in the general case, are immediate. As far as the

statement on homogeneous subrepresentations of Xfj is concerned, we note

that by [22, Proposition 2.2] or by [21], such a representation must "live" on a

Lie quotient of G, where it then corresponds to a subrepresentation of the

regular representation by the above analysis. Hence a homogeneous

subrepresentation 77 of XG is traceable, again by 2.11. Since 77 is lifted from a

separable quotient of C*(G), we can decompose 77 as in [8, Théorème 8.8.2]

into a central direct integral of normal representations. Since 77 is homo-

geneous, almost all of these have the same kernel as 77. By Lemma 2.8, the

integrated representations (aside from a null set, which can be discarded)

then belong to only finitely many quasi-equivalence classes, and so 77 is a

finite sum of normal representations.

2.13. Theorem. Let G be an almost connected locally compact group. Then

any S.I. W.S. factor representation of G is normal.

Proof. Let Z be the center of G, and let it be an S.I.W.S. factor

representation of G. By the remarks in (b) of the proof of 2.3 above, 77 may be

viewed as an S.I.S.S. representation of some extension H of G/Z by T. Then

H is almost connected, and 77 is a homogeneous subrepresentation of XH, so

we can apply 2.12. (One could avoid passing from G to H if 2.11 and 2.12
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were generalized to deal with representations induced from characters of

central subgroups. The modifications in the proofs needed for this are strictly

a matter of extra bookkeeping.)

2.14. Proposition. Let G be a separable locally compact group which is

either (i) type I or (ii) almost connected. Then any open point in Primr(G) =

Prim(C*(G)) is the kernel of an S.I.S.S. normal representation of G.

Proof. This is a direct generalization of [8, 18.9.1.a]. By an application of

the main results of [12], the central decomposition of the left regular repre-

sentation X of G defines a unique "Plancherel" measure class in Prim(G) with

support Primr(G). An open point in Primr(G) cannot be a null set with

respect to this measure class, and so X has a homogeneous subrepresentation

with this primitive ideal as kernel. When G is type I, any homogeneous

representation is a multiple of a traceable irreducible representation, and thus

the result follows in Case (i). In Case (ii), we apply Theorem 2.12.

2.15. Definition. Let it be a factor representation of G. As in [10], it is said

to be integrable if it has at least one nonzero integrable (and a fortiori

square-integrable) coefficient. Of course one could also define integrable

representations in the weak sense, but we shall have no use for such a

concept.

2.16. Lemma. Let m be an integrable factor representation of G, let {oa} be a

family ofpairwise non-quasi-equivalent S.I.S.S. factor representations of G, and

suppose that m is weakly contained in {oa). Then m is quasi-equivalent to some

Proof. First we replace each oa if necessary by a quasi-equivalent

subrepresentation of the left regular representation X of G. Then we form

o = © oa, which is a subrepresentation of X. Let cx be a nonzero integrable

coefficient of it. By [10, Theorem 4] (the proof does not use irreducibility of it

at this point), there exists a coefficient c2 of o with ¡Gcx(g)c2(g) dg ^ 0.

Suppose c2 = ctrt with |, tj G L2(G). Approximating tj by elements of %(G),

we can find (as in the proof of [10, Theorem 2]) a nonzero coefficient c3 of o

with c3 E L2(G) and <c,, c3> i= 0. Since a is the disjoint direct sum of the

aa's, c3 is a sum of coefficients of the various o„'s. Hence there exists a

nonzero coefficient c4 of some aa with c4 G L2(G) and <c,, c4> # 0. The

result now follows from Proposition 2.4 (orthogonality of coefficients).

2.17. Proposition. Let A be the set of quasi-equivalence classes of integrable

factor representations of G. Then in the topology of weak containment (the Fell

topology or the pull-back to A of the hull-kernel topology on the set of prime

ideals of C*(G) which are kernels of representations from A), A is discrete. In
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particular, if G is separable, A defines a subset of Prim(G) which is discrete in

the relative topology.

Proof. The first statement is immediate from Lemma 2.16. The second

follows since the kernel of a factor representation of a separable group is a

primitive ideal of the group C*-algebra.

2.18. Suppose now that G is discrete. Then the center % of the von

Neumann algebra generated by the left regular representation X of G can be

computed, at least in principle (see [39], for instance), and the S.I.S.S. factor

representations of G correspond exactly to the atoms of 2. In particular, we

have the following result.

Proposition. Let G be a discrete group with FC-subgroup F. (By definition,

F is the group of elements of G with finite conjugacy classes.) If F is finitely

generated, then either F is infinite and G has no S.I.S.S. factor representations,

or else F is finite and X is a direct sum of finitely many non-quasi-equivalent

S.I.S.S. (in fact integrable) factor representations.

Proof. As noted in say [39], elements of % may be viewed as class

functions in L2(G), necessarily supported on F. So certainly finiteness of F

implies that % is finite dimensional and atomic. It is also easy to see that, in

this case, the central summands of X are integrable.

We now examine what happens when F is infinite. Let gx,..., g„ be

generators for F, and let ZF(g¡) and ZG(g¡) be the centralizers of g¡ in F and

G, respectively. Let Fx = D ,<,<„ ZF(g¡), G, = n ,<,<„ ZG(gi). We have [F:

ZF{g¡)] < [G: ZG(g¡)] < oo for each i, so that [G: G,] < oo, [F: Fx] < oo.

Now Fx = F n G, is central in G,, and hence if Fx is infinite, Gx has no

S.I.S.S. factor representations. Since the regular representation of G is in-

duced from that of Gx, and since [G: Gx] < oo, this implies the same for G.

So it is enough to prove that Fx is infinite whenever F is infinite. But this is

clear since [F: Fx] < oo.

2.19. Further conditions for discrete groups to have S.I.S.S. factor repre-

sentations have been found by Schlichting [38]. One interesting result of his

(the corollary to his Lemma 4) is that if G has an S.I.S.S. factor repre-

sentation, then F is necessarily a torsion group, and in fact, F is locally finite.

There is an analogue of Proposition 2.18 for S.I.W.S. factor representations

of discrete groups with infinite center Z, which may be obtained by viewing

such representations as projective representations of G/Z and considering in

place of F the set of «-regular elements [20] of G/Z, for appropriate cocycles

a E Z\G/Z, T).
2.20. One might hope that in addition to Propositions 2.14 and 2.17, one

could formulate results about square-integrable factor representations

generalizing other results such as [8,18.9.1.b] or [10, Corollary to Theorem 4]
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relating the square-integrable irreducible representations of G to the topology

of G. As we shall see later, one interesting property remains valid for

unimodular connected solvable Lie groups not necessarily of type I; however,

most of the obvious conjectures fail. To begin with, one can make no general

assertions about the von Neumann-Murray type of a square-integrable factor

representation, as can be seen from known examples of groups with primary

regular representations of types IM, II,, 11^, and HIX for varying X G [0, 1].

(Consider, respectively, the affine group of the real line, a discrete group with

infinite conjugacy classes, the direct product of the two preceding examples,

and the adelic affine groups of [3]. Many other examples are also known.)

Secondly, if G is separable and it is an S.I.S.S. factor representation of G, the

kernel of it need not be a closed, an open, or even a locally closed point in

Primf(G), even if m is integrable and G is unimodular. A counterexample is

provided by the semidirect product of the additive group of dyadic rationals

and the multiplicative group of the integral powers of 2, analyzed by

Guichardet in [17]. This group has a primary regular representation but a

highly pathological primitive ideal space.

3. The case of connected Lie groups.

3.1. We turn now to the specific analysis of the S.I.W.S. factor repre-

sentations of connected Lie groups, following the pattern of [24]. We consider

only simply connected groups, since any S.I.W.S. representation of a connec-

ted Lie group lifts to such a representation of the universal covering group.

Indeed, suppose tt is an S.I.W.S. factor representation of the connected Lie

group G. Let H be the universal covering group of G and let/»: H -»• G be the

canonical map. Then tt ° p is a factor representation of H with coefficients

square-integrable modulo p~\Z(G)); but p~\Z(G)) = Z(H) since the

canonical map q: H -» Ad H factors through G and Z(H) = ker q.

Therefore let G be a connected, simply connected Lie group with center Z

and commutator subgroup L = [G,G]. We always denote Lie groups by

capital Latin letters and their Lie algebras by the corresponding lower case

Gothic letters. By Lemma 2.9, we can write G = V X G', where F is a vector

group and Z(G')0 C [G', G']. Thus factor representations of G split as

products of characters of V and of factor representations of G', so that to

study S.I.W.S. representations of G, we may as well replace G by G' and

assume that Z0 C L.

We let Z, — Z n L and argue according to the proof of Theorem 2.10,

with Z replacing D, and with a subgroup Z2 a Z/Zx of Z replacing D'.

Then given a character x X y of Z a Z, X Z2 (x e Z,, Y e ¿2)' we denote

by px (this is the jx of 2.10) a measure in the class of the canonical

decomposition of Indz tLx over L. We generally adhere to the notations of

[32], except that for consistency we denote the Lie algebra of L by I. For the
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reader's convenience, we briefly recall some of these notations. Given E E

L/G, there exists a closed subgroup K = K(E) of G [32, Lemma 1.1.4] such

that if 77 G E, 77 extends to a representation p of K and Ind^ÎGp is a factor

representation. It is evident from the construction of K (see [29, Lemma 1.3.5,

p. 481]) that Zçi.We define F = F(E) to be the subset of K consisting of

all extensions of elements of E; then F is homeomorphic to a connected

abelian Lie group, since [32, Lemma 1.1.5] it is Hausdorff and the connected

abelian Lie group (G/K)X (K/L)" operates transitively on it. F/2 [32, pp.

87-89] denotes the space of G-orbit closures in F (G acts by conjugation on

representations of the normal subgroup A'). By [32, Proposition 1], F/2

parameterizes the elements of Prim(G) lying over E.

Note that by [13, Lemma 5.1], the operation of restricting representations

from K to Z2 defines a continuous map r from F to Z2, which is surjective

since Z2 is a quotient group of (K/L)". Also, every G-orbit lies over a unique

point in Z2 and, by continuity of r, the same is true for every 2-orbit. So r

induces a natural map r' from F/2 onto Z2.

3.2. Theorem. Let G be a connected and simply connected Lie group with

ZqC L and all notation as above. Then in terms of the description of the normal

representations of G given in [32], the S.I. W.S. factor representations of G are

(up to quasi-equivalence) exactly the normal representations of G lying over

G-orbits E in Lfor which

(i) px(E) > Ofor some x E Z,, and

(ii) the natural map r' from F(E)/~Z onto Z2 is a covering map.

Proof. The fact that every S.I.W.S. factor representation of G is normal is

just a special case of Theorem 2.12. Fix x E Z, and y G Z2. For E E L/G,

define oEy = oE and n£ to be as in the proof of 2.10 (E replacing s, y

replacing X2)- The central decomposition of IndZÎC(x X y) will contain a

discrete summand if and only if (a) px(E) > 0 for some E G L/G, and (b)

the corresponding aE has a factor subrepresentation. In particular, the

necessity of (i) in the theorem is obvious.

Fix E for the moment, and recall that Z ç K = K(E). By induction in

stages, oE is induced from the representation T = IndLZÎJC(n£ X y), and T is

clearly supported on r~l(y) C F = F(E) C K. We may suppose that G was

chosen so that Z C Z(G); then the action of G on A' preserves r~\y), and

(G/K) X (K/LZ)" acts transitively on r~\y). Therefore r~\y), like F, is

homeomorphic to an abelian Lie group (in this case not necessarily connec-

ted), and carries a measure m (Haar measure of this group) invariant under

G. From the construction of II£ and definition of T, it is clear that T is

quasi-equivalent to the direct integral, with respect to m, of all representations

inr~\y).
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From Pukanszky's parameterization of Prim(G), we see that the central

decomposition of oE is obtained by inducing up to G the disintegration of T

over F/2. From our description of T as a direct integral, we then see that oE

will have a factor subrepresentation if and only if some 2-orbit in r~\y) has

positive w-measure. But since r-I(y) is homeomorphic to an abelian Lie

group in which 2-orbits correspond to cosets of some closed subgroup (the

closure of the image of G/K), this happens if and only if r"'(y)/2 is

discrete. Finally, r_1(y)/2 is discrete if and only if every fiber of F/2 over a

point of Z2 is discrete (since all fibers are readily seen to be homeomorphic to

each other), which happens if and only if r' is a covering map.

3.3. Remarks. The theorem above, although it applies to all connected Lie

groups (see the comments at the beginning of 3.1), gives essentially no

information in the semisimple case, for when G = [G,G], the theorem

reduces to Proposition 2.3. We should also note that conditions (i) and (ii) are

both necessary, since (ii) is trivial in the semisimple case and (i) is trivial when

G is nilpotent with [G,G] = Z. (There exist two-step nilpotent groups with

no S.I.W.S. representations, such as the group with Lie algebra g = Rex +

Re2 + Re3 + Re4 + Re5, where [ex, e2] = e4, [ex, e3] = e¡, and other brackets

vanish.)

Now suppose that in addition to the assumptions above, G is also solvable.

Then L is nilpotent, hence exponential, and Z, = Z0. We can use the

description of Prim(G) in terms of "generalized orbits" of the coadjoint

representation to give an alternate version of Theorem 3.2 closer in form to

the results of [24]. Recall ([32, §6] and [31, III]) that given E G L/G, we can

consider the inverse image O of E in I* (the dual of the Lie algebra of L)

under the Kirillov isomorphism l*/L -» L, and then let ß = i*~x(0), where

/*: g* -» I* is the restriction map. For each g E g*, there is a corresponding

character Xg of (Gg)0- The quotient group Gg/(Gg)0 is free abelian_of finite

rank [29, Corollary 1.4.1, p. 492], and x^ extends to_a subgroup Gg of Gg,

called the "reduced stabilizer" of g. Let Gg= {x G Gg: x|(Gg)o ■ Xg}- Then
®(ß) = UgepGg is a trivial torus bundle over ß, and the space of G-orbit

closures in % (ß), % (ß)/@, is canonically homeomorphic to F(E)/'Z. We

have the following reformulation of Theorem 3.2.

3.4. Theorem. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 and also that G is

solvable. With notation as above, the S.I. W.S. factor representations of G are

(up to quasi-equivalence) exactly the normal representations of G lying over sets

ß = i*~l(0) (O a G-orbit in I* as above) in g* such that

(i) dim(I/8) = dimQ/gy) for any f E 0 = i'*(ß), where

qf={xEQ:f([x,l]) = 0},

and
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(ii) $ (fi)/@ is a covering space of(Z/Z0y.

Proof, (ii) is obviously equivalent to (ii) in Theorem 3.2, since the natural

map from © (fi) onto F is continuous and open [31, Lemma 6, p. 91]. Fixing

/ G O, O is a locally closed submanifold of I* contained in the hyperplane

/ + äx, where 0± is the annihilator in I* of the Lie algebra of Z0. (This is

because j is central in g as well as in g.) It is easily seen from [24] or from the

Kirillov character formula that condition (i) of Theorem 3.2 is met if and only

if O has positive Lebesgue measure in / + 0X, which can happen only if O

meets/ + 3X in some open set. This in turn will happen if and only if I/j and

q/qj have the same dimension.

3.5. _Jhe situation is considerably simpler when G is type I, for then

Gg = Gg, the orbits of G on g* are locally closed, and ®(Q)/@ s (fi/ G) X

(Gg/(Gg)0y (fi the inverse image in g* of a G-orbit in I* and g G fi). The

following theorem confirms a conjecture in [24]:

Theorem(3). Suppose G is a connected, simply connected, type I solvable Lie

group with center Z. Then the S.I.W.S. irreducible representations of G are

exactly the irreducible representations obtained via the Auslander-Kostant

algorithm from orbits Gg, g E g*, such that Gg/Z is compact.

Proof. It is clearly enough to prove this when Z0 C L, so that Theorem 3.4

applies. Let /GO, O a G-orbit in I*, and let g E fi = i*~x(0). The

dimension of O is always < dim(I/ä), with equality if and only if (i) of 3.4

holds. Hence

dim fi < dim(I/a) + dim(g/I) = dim(g/j)

and

dim(fi/G) < dim(g/8) - dim(g/gg) = dim(g,/a) = dim((Gg)0/Z0),

with equality if and only if (i) of 3.4 holds. But

dim(ffi(Q)/@) = dim(fi/G) X dim(Gg/(Gg)0)A > dim(Z/Z0)A,

with equality if and only if (ii) of 3.4 holds. So

dyn((Gg)0/Z0) + dim(Gg/ (Gg)0Y > dim(Z/Z0)"

= dim(Z n iGg)0/Zoy+ dim(Z/Z n (Gg)0)\

with equality exactly when g gives rise to an S.I.W.S. representation. Note

that Z Ç Gg, and that

(3)Since this was written, the author has learned that the same result was obtained more or less

simultaneously (via quite a different method) by J. Y. Charbonnel in his Thèse 3m Cycle, Paris.
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dim(Z n (G,)0/Z0)" = rank(Z n (Gg\/Z0) < dim((Gg)0/Z0),

dim(Z/Z n (Gg\y= rank(Z(Gs)0/(GÄ)0)

<rank(G8/(GÄ)0)-dim(G,/(Gs)0)-.

So equality above holds exactly when rank(Z n (Gg)Q/ZQ) = dim((Gg)Q/Z0)

and rank(Z(Gg)0/(Gg)o) = rank(Gg/(Gg)0), or when (Gg)Q/(Z n (Gg)Q) «

Z(Gg)0/Z is compact and Gg/Z(Gg)0 is finite, or equivalently, when Gg/Z is

compact.

3.6. Remark. It is rather curious that the proof of Theorem 3.5 should

make use of G, which was only introduced by Pukanszky in order to deal

with non-type I groups, but the problem is that even if G has locally closed

orbits in g*, it may not have locally closed orbits in I*. (See, for instance, the

example on pp. 86-90 of [6].)

3.7. The last theorem of this section, although it provides some information

on square-integrable factor representations of unimodular solvable Lie

groups, was partially motivated by other considerations. Suppose A is a

C*-algebra and tt is a normal ^representation of A, with tt(A)" a semifinite

factor on a separable Hilbert space. Pukanszky in [33] has defined it to be

GCCR, "generalized completely continuous," if tt(A) Q B, where B is the

norm closure of the generalized trace class, or generalized Hilbert-Schmidt

class, operators in the factor iriA)". When tt is an irreducible representation

on the Hilbert space %, B is the algebra of compact operators on %, so that

it is GCCR if and only if it is CCR in the usual sense, which is the case if and

only if ker it is a maximal ideal of A. In general, if ker tt is maximal, then tt

must be GCCR if it is normal (since tt~\B) is an ideal of A containing

ker tt), but not conversely. (Any finite representation is GCCR, but the kernel

of a finite representation of a general C*-algebra need not be maximal-

consider the C*-algebra of a discrete solvable group with infinite conjugacy

classes. The regular representation is then finite and primary, and weakly

contains the trivial one-dimensional representation.) However by [33,

Theorem 1], a connected Lie group has a Tx primitive ideal space if and only

if all its normal representations are GCCR. This suggests that perhaps the

kernel of a GCCR representation of a connected Lie group is always a

maximal ideal of the group C*-algebra. The following proves this in a special

case.

3.8. Theorem. Let G be a connected, simply connected solvable Lie group,

and let o be a normal representation of G such that for allf E ^(G), o(f) is a

generalized Hilbert-Schmidt operator in the semifinite factor oiG)". (It would

be the same to require that o if) be of generalized trace class for all f E

^(Gy-see [2, Proposition IX. 3.2.2, p. 250].) Then ker o is a closed point of

Prim(G) ii.e., a maximal ideal of C*iG)).
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Proof. Let J = ker o and let r be the trace associated with o. By Pukan-

szky's character formula [32, Theorem 2, p. 131], applied to the subalgebra

^(G) of % (ffi as in 2.6 or [32]) we have

t(/) = f    Tr(p(f\K)) dp(p) for / G *D(G)+,

where p is an appropriately normalized G-invariant Radon measure on

6E — â(J) and the superscript + denotes the cone of functions of positive

type. Hence by the hypothesis, the [0, oo]-valued function p (-> Tr(p(f\K))

belongs to Ll(&, p) for all/ G tf)(G)+. Since KQ is an open subgroup of K

and thus ty(K0) is a subalgebra of fy(K), we also know that p (-> Tr(p(/))

belongs to L'((2, /i) for all/ G <$ (AT0)+.

Now recall that F = F(J) is homeomorphic to a homogeneous space of

(G/K) X (Kq/LYx (K/K0y and that £ - E(J) is homeomorphic to a
homogeneous space of G/L. The set & is the closure of a G-orbit in F and

hence also homeomorphic to a connected abelian Lie group B; under this

identification, p is just Haar measure on B. Let @q be the image of éE in K0

under the restriction map. This space is again homeomorphic to a connected

abelian Lie group B0, and one can easily see that B sa B0X. T, where T is a

torus. Under this decomposition, dp = dv ® dt, where v is a G-invariant

measure on éEq (Haar measure on B0) and dt is Haar measure on T, which we

normalize to have mass 1. For/ G ^(Kq)* and p G éE, p(f) clearly depends

only on the restriction p0 of p to K0, so that

//r(p(/)) dp(p) =/Jjr(Po(/)) <fr(Po) A =/jr(Po(/)) <fr(Po)

and thus p0 h» Tr(p0(/)) belongs to L'(6?o, p).

Our objective is to show that @q is closed in K0, using an idea from the

proof of [31, Lemma 31]. This will be fairly easy once we know that the

functions p h-> Tr(p(/)) on @q (we drop the subscripts on the p's for

convenience) vanish at infinity, but establishing this regularity property seems

to require considerable (disagreeably technical) preparation. Note that &q Q

Fq, where F0 is the image of F in K0, and that the group M = (G/Kq) X

(Kq/L)" operates transitively on F0. Let p G Sq. Then &q is the closure in F0

of the G-orbit Gp, hence is contained in the closure of the G-orbit of p. We

begin by showing that the orbits of G on F0 are closed (in the relative

topology), and hence that @q Q Gp. Since G operates on F0 as a connected

subgroup of M, it suffices to show that the action of G on F0 is countably

separated. The proof of this is basically the same as Pukanszky's proof that

the action of G on L is countably separated. If the restriction of p to L is

associated (via the Kirillov map) to the L-orbit of some / G I*, then the

Auslander-Kostant machinery defines a G-equivariant Borel isomorphism
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from {h G f*: (h\ï) G Gf)/K0 onto F0. (K0 and G act on I* and ï* via the

coadjoint representation.) Hence F0/G is naturally Borel isomorphic to a

Borel subset of l*/G. But since Ad,(G) is connected and algebraic, f*/G is

countably separated by a theorem of Chevalley-see [30, Remark 1.3] for

references and more details. Hence the action of G on F0 is countably

separated and Go is closed. It follows that ¿En Ç Gp and that some connected

subgroup H D G of G acts transitively on éEn (by the conjugation action of G

on the dual space of the normal subgroup K¿); the group B0 defined earlier is

then a quotient group of H.

Next we observe that for a G G and x Et (the Lie algebra of K0), adtx and

adf((Ad a)x) have the same spectrum. This follows from the fact that if we

realize g and f as linear Lie algebras in a suitable qI(V), V a finite-

dimensional real vector space, then the adjoint action of G on f is defined by

the conjugation action of a suitable subgroup of GL(F). Thus G permutes the

roots [2, p. 1] of i, and since G is connected, it actually leaves them invariant.

(This will force G to leave invariant a function P which we will define

shortly.) In particular, G leaves invariant the function./ on f, where

j(x) =|det((l - exp(-adt*))/adfx)|,

and leaves invariant the open subset °V = {x E f: adfx has no eigenvalue in

2ttíZ- {0}}off.
Let / G <>D (AT0)+ have its support in exp(T), let a E Ad(G), and again let

p G firj. Define a E ^(Y) by a(x) = j(x)f(exp x); then by [2, Remarque

IX. 3.1.3, p. 249],

(a • p)if) = (a • p)ia) = faix)ia • p)(exp x) dx.

We evaluate the trace of this expression by means of Duflo's character

formula [2, Théorème IX. 3.1.1]. First of all, we note that since G is solvable,

our original representation o may be associated with an element g E g*

(choose one in the appropriate orbit). Then K0 is exactly iGg)0L [29, Propo-

sition 1.6.1, p. 503]. The representation p of K0 may be associated with

h = g\î G ï*, and clearly K0 = iK0)hL, so by [2, Remarque IX. 3.1.5], the

character formula is indeed applicable to p. Let O be the orbit of h in f *, let ß

be the canonical measure on O, and let P = P0 as in the character formula

be taken to be a product of functions sinh(A/2)/(A/2), where X ranges over

certain roots of ï. We deduce that

Tr((fl- p)if)) = Tr (p(>-> •/)) =/((«"' ■ ct)/P)'iy) dßiy),

where * denotes the Fourier transform, (a-1 • a)(x) = a ((Ad a).x)A(a)-1, and

A is the factor by which G multiplies Haar measure on K0. Letting tp(a) =

Tr((a • p)(f)), we can also use the fact that G leaves j and P invariant to write
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(1) ^(a) = ((a/Py(a-y)dß(y).

Recall that a certain connected subgroup H D G of G acts transitively on

f2o, and that viewing i^asa function on B0 = H/Hp, we have \p G Lx(Bq).

We would like to deduce from this that $ (as a function on 2?0) vanishes at

infinity. First note that since G is solvable and locally algebraic, it is the

semidirect product of a vector group V and a nilpotent group U, where

U D [G, G] = L. The adjoint action of F on g (hence the coadjoint action on

g* and i*) is diagonalizable over the complex numbers, while the action of U

on ï* is unipotent. (For the structure of solvable affine algebraic groups, see

[5, Theorem 10.6].) Hence the action of any a G V on ï* is, with suitable

choice of coordinates in ï*, via multiplication of the ith coordinate of a point

in ï* by Re(exp(A,(a))), \ a (complex-valued) linear functional on V. And the

map U X f * -> ï* given by the unipotent action of U is a polynomial map.

We use all this information together with (1) for \[/ and the fact that (a/P)"

vanishes rapidly at infinity to show that ip is sufficiently "smooth" on B0 so as

to vanish at infinity. Let j be a positive real number, and view \p as a function

on G/Gp, a quotient group of G/L s (U/L) X V. Since K0 = (KQ)hL, O is

actually an orbit of thé unipotent action of the nilpotent group L on ï*;

hence O is closed in ï* and there is a bijective polynomial map from some

real vector space onto O that carries Lebesgue measure to ß [2, I. 3.7, pp.

6-7]. The same arguments as in the proof of [31, Lemma 31] show that

$(d) -» 0 for a tending to infinity in U/ Up. Let a = uv G G/L, with u E

(U/L), v E V, and the image of a in a vector subgroup of G/Gp. Calculation

using (1) shows that as s -> oo, ip(sa) tends either to infinity exponentially (if

enough of the Re X¡(v) are large in absolute value and negative) or else to

some finite limit. We see in this way that if G/Gp is compactified into the

product of a closed ball and a torus by adding limit points corresponding tp

the various rays through the origin in a maximal vector subgroup of G/Gp,

then \p extends naturally to a function on this compactification, again called

$, with values in S2 = C u {oo}. Consider the restriction of this function to

the closure B0' of BQ. If \p assumes the value oo on the boundary of B0', then it

actually takes this value on an open subset of the boundary (since if

Re X¡(v0) > 0, then Re X¡(v) > 0 for all v near ü0), and this clearly contra-

dicts the fact that ip G L1(B0). So \p cannot grow exponentially on any ray in

Bq, and (1) for i// then shows that 4> must behave at infinity on B0 no worse

than a polynomial function. Since a polynomial function on a real vector

space extends continuously to a projective space compactification, it follows

that \¡/ is continuous on B0'. Then since a metric on B0 giving rise to our

compactification is dominated by the ordinary Euclidean metric, \b is

uniformly continuous for the Euclidean metric on B0. Since \¡> G Lx(Bq) and
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B0 is the direct product of a torus and a vector group, we conclude that ^

must vanish at infinity on BQ.

Suppose Sq is not closed in K0. Then we can choose a sequence {an) of

elements of B0 and some p' G K0 — (Zq with a„ • p-+p'. If the sequence (an)

were bounded in B0, then we could choose a compact subset C of H

containing representatives for all the a„'s. Since p extends an irreducible

representation of L, and since L is nilpotent and thus CCR, p is a CCR

representation. (This may be seen directly but also follows from a more

general result of Gootman [16, Corollary 3.2].) Thus {p} is a closed point in

K0, and C • p is closed in K0 by [23, Lemma 4.1]. Since H • p = ¿En, p' G éEn, a

contradiction.

So, passing to a subsequence, we may suppose a„ -> oo in Z?0. By the above,

for/ G 6D(Ä'0)+ with support in expCV), Tr((<z„ • p)(f))-+0. But the function

p (-* Tr(p(/)) is lower semicontinuous on K0 [8, Proposition 3.5.9], so for

such fs, Tr(p'(f)) = 0. Since {/ G 6D(tf0)+: supp/ C expCT)} contains a
bounded approximate identity for C*(K0), lower semicontinuity of x h*

Tr(p'(x)) on C*(â'0)+ implies that Tr(p'(x)) = 0, and hence p'(x) = 0, for all

x E C*(KQ)+. This is clearly absurd, so éEo is closed in j£0.

We use this information as in the proofs of [31, Lemma 30] and [23,

Theorem 2] to prove that J is a maximal ideal of C*(G). Let Jx be another

primitive ideal of C*(G) with Jx D J-we will show that Jx = J. Choose an

irreducible representation a, of G with ker a, = 7,; then a, is weakly

contained in o. The restriction of o, to K0 is supported on a G-orbit closure in

Prim(/T0)-let Q be the inverse image of this set in K0. By continuity of

restriction for the hull-kernel topologies [13, Lemma 5.1], Q Ç ¿ErJ, the

denoting closure in K0. But we just saw that ¿Eg is closed in Kq, so Q C @q,

proving, in particular, that E(JX) = E(J). As in the proof of [23, Theorem 2],

our conclusion follows from the fact that Z7/2 is Hausdorff.

3.9. Corollary (cf. [8, Proposition 18.4.1])- Let G be a connected

unimodular solvable Lie group, o an S.I.S.S. factor representation of G. Then

ker o is a closed point ofPrim(G).

Proof. We may take a to be a subrepresentation of the left regular

representation X of G, and since X is associated with the trace t, where

T(f) = f(é) for/ G %(G), it is clear that o(f) is generalized Hilbert-Schmidt

even for all / G %(G). Thus the theorem applies directly when G is simply

connected.

In the general case, let H be the universal covering group of G and letp:

H -* G be the covering map. Also let ö = o ° p, which is an S.I.W.S.

representation of H. Choose an open neighborhood V of e in H small enough

so thatp| V is a diffeomorphism. Then for/ G fy(V), 5(f) = o(f ° p~x) is of

generalized trace class. For a general/ G ^(H), let C be the support off. We
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can choose finitely many elements ax,..., a„ E H such that axV,..., anV

cover C, and by a routine partition of unity argument, / is the sum of n

translates of functions in ^(V). But if ö(g) is of generalized trace class, then

so is 5(a ' g) = S(a)5(g) for any a EH, since the trace class operators are an

ideal in 5(H)". Hence 5(f) is a generalized trace class operator and the

theorem shows that ker 5 is closed in Prim(/f ). However we have a natural

homeomorphism ï of Prim(G) onto a closed subset of Prim(.r7) satisfying

/(ker a) = ker 5, so ker a is a closed point in Prim(G).

3.10. Corollary. Let G be a connected unimodular solvable Lie group, o an

S.I.W.S. factor representation ofG. Then ker o is a closed point o/Prim(G).

Proof. Let Z be the center of G. As we saw earlier, o may be identified

with an S.I.S.S. factor representation 77 of some central extension H of G/Z

by T. Now if G is unimodular, so is G/Z, and hence so is H. Furthermore, H

is clearly solvable if G is. So by Corollary 3.9, ker 77 is a closed point of

Prim(jfY). As in the last part of the proof of Corollary 3.9, this shows that

ker a is a closed point of Prim(G).

3.11. We conclude this section by mentioning some examples (not claimed

to be new) of nonnilpotent solvable Lie groups with square-integrable repre-

sentations of various sorts, showing that the theorems of this section are not

vacuous. The best known is the "ax + b" group, the simply connected

solvable group G with Lie algebra g = Re, + Re2, where [ex, e2] = e2. This

group has two S.I.S.S. irreducible representations associated with the two

open G-orbits in g*; the condition of Theorem 3.5 obviously holds since G

has trivial center and acts freely on these orbits. For an example of a group

with S.I.W.S. but not S.I.S.S. representations, one can consider the universal

covering group of the "complex ax + b" group; the Lie algebra of this group

is the complexification of g as just defined. In this case the dual of the Lie

algebra contains an open dense orbit on which the adjoint group acts freely;

however the group has center isomorphic to the integers.

For an example of a group with a non-type I S.I.S.S. factor representation

(in fact a type 11^, factor regular representation), let I be a 4-dimensional real

abelian Lie algebra with basis ex,..., e4, let Re5 + Re6 + Re7 be a 3-dimen-

sional abelian Lie algebra, and let g be the semidirect product of these with

nonvanishing brackets

[*5> e\ ] - e2>   [*5> *a] " -«1»   [es> ei] = 0e*

[es, e4] = -9e3   (9 irrational),     [e6, <?,] = ex,   [e6, e2] = e2,

[c7» e3J = e3>     [eT e4j = e4'

Let G be the corresponding simply connected solvable group, which contains

the Mautner 5-dimensional non-type I group as a normal subgroup. It is
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easily verified that g* contains dense nonlocally closed G-orbits which satisfy

the conditions of Theorem 3.4. (Z here is trivial.)

4. The case of exponential solvable groups.

4.1. Using Theorem 3.5, we can extend practically all of the remaining

results of [24] to arbitrary exponential solvable Lie groups (which are always

type I). Most of these results have been obtained by Duflo and Raïs [11], but

because our methods are rather different than theirs and because the con-

clusions illustrate and amplify the results of §3, it seems to us worthwhile to

include them here. Let G be a connected, simply connected, exponential

solvable Lie group with center Z; then Z is connected as is the stabilizer Gg

of any point in g* (see for instance [2, Corollaire 3.4, p. 5]). Thus, as when G

is nilpotent, the S.I.W.S. irreducible representations of G are obtained from

precisely those g E g* such that Gg = Z, or equivalently, g? = 3. As in [24],

let us form, for g E g*, the Pfaffian P(g) of the two-form bg on g/3 defined

by the formula bg(x,y) = g([x, y]) (x,yEq; the dots indicate images

modulo 3). We have Qg = 3 if and only if bg is nondegenerate or, equivalently,

P(g)¥=0, and this is an algebraic condition on g. In particular, if G has one

S.I.W.S. irreducible representation, then P is a nonzero polynomial, and

{g G g*: P(g) =£ 0} is a nonempty Zariski open subset of g*. Recall that for

exponential groups, there is a natural bijection from g*/G onto G [2, Chapter

VI] which is obviously a Borel map, hence a Borel isomorphism (g*/G and G

are standard Borel spaces). The following lemma is well known, but we

include a proof for the sake of completeness.

4.2. Lemma. If G is an exponential solvable group (as above), the measure

class on G defined by the canonical decomposition of the left regular represen-

tation X corresponds to the image in Q*/G of the Lebesgue measure class on the

real vector space q*.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension of G. To begin the

induction, we note that the result is trivial when G is abelian. So assume

dim G > 1 and the result is known for groups of dimension < dim G. Let H

be a connected normal subgroup of G of codimension 1 (such an H always

exists), and let XH be the left regular representation of H. We know that

X « IndH^GXH and, by induction, XH « jf.irf df, where « denotes quasi-

equivalence, TTj denotes the representation of H associated with/ G b* (which

can be constructed so that/ h» tt} is measurable), and df is Lebesgue measure

on the vector space b*. Hence X « ff.(IndHrGirf) df; we must show that

X « ff.TTg dg, with notation analogous to that for H.

Now for/ G b*, the stability group in G of m¡ E H is connected (since G is

exponential and b* is a G-module of exponential type [2, p.4]), hence equal to

H or G. Hence by the usual Mackey subgroup analysis, either IndH^GTrf is
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irreducible or else irf extends to an irreducible representation of G. (The

Mackey obstruction vanishes since G/H = R.) In either case it is easy to see

that Ind/ftG77/ « fyvg+v do, where g E g* extends/, V is the annihilator of h

in g*, and do is Lebesgue measure on V. Combining this with the above,

AÄJf'ívVs'fi+cdfdv, where s: h*-»g* is a linear cross-section, and so

X tm ff.iTg dg. (We have omitted checks of the measurability of various

maps-these we leave to the reader. More details of this sort of argument may

be found in [34].)

4.3. Proposition. Let G be a connected, simply connected, exponential

solvable Lie group. If P is the zero polynomial, G has no S.I.W.S. irreducible

representations. Otherwise, the Plancherel measure class in G is concentrated on

the set of S.I. W.S. irreducible representations.

Proof. This follows from the discussion above and a combination of the

lemma with the fact that the zero set of a nonvanishing polynomial function

on a vector space has measure zero.

4.4. The idea of the following proposition is part of the "folklore," and is

attributed by C. C. Moore to J. Brezin and perhaps others. (For the case of G

nilpotent, this proposition has just appeared in the text of Brezin's lecture at

the 1974 Marseille-Luminy Conference on Non-Commutative Harmonic

Analysis, Lecture Notes in Math., no. 466, Springer, Berlin and New York,

1975.)

Proposition. Let G be a connected, simply connected, exponential solvable

Lie group. Let O be an orbit of G on g*, and let ir be the corresponding

irreducible representation of G. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) O is "flat," i.e., O is an open subset of some affine subspace A of a*.

(ii) There exists a connected normal subgroup H of G such that it is the

composition with the canonical map G -* G/H of an S.I.W.S. representation o

ofGx = G/H.

Proof, (a) Suppose (ii) holds. Then by the discussion above, o is associated

with an orbit Ox of G, on gf, such that Z, = Z(GX) is the stabilizer of any

point in Ox. Since Ox must be contained in some translate Ax of the

annihilator of 3, in g*, while Ox is locally closed and of the same dimension as

Ax, Ox is open in Ax. Now O is clearly the image of Ox under the adjoint of

the canonical map g -> g,, so (i) follows.

(b) Assume (i), and write A — g + ïL, where ï-1 is the annihilator in g* of

some subspace ï of g. Then ï is in fact an ideal of g, since ï must be the

stability subalgebra of any point in 0. Having chosen g E O, let h, = ï n

ker(g). Then [g, h] ç [g, ï] ç ï n ker(g) = h, since ï is an ideal and g([g, ï])

= g ([9. 0g]) = 0. So h is an ideal of q—let H be the corresponding normal

subgroup of G. It is clear that 77 is trivial on H, and thus comes from a
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representation o of G, = G/H. It remains to show that o is S.I.W.S. For this

we may replace g by g, and assume ï n ker(g) = (0). But then the calculation

above shows that [g, f] = (0); hence ï is central. Since ï is a stability

subalgebra, it contains all of the center 0 of g, proving that ï = 3 and thus that

P(g) 7e 0. So o is S.I.W.S., and (ii) is proved.

4.5. Next we specialize to the case when G is unimodular (and still

exponential). Then by Corollary 3.10, the kernel of any S.I.W.S. irreducible

representation tt of G is a maximal ideal of C*(G), and the representation is

CCR. (For all this we need only the easy argument that 3.8 implies 3.10, not

the proof of 3.8 (which is unnecessary for type I groups).) Hence by Theorem

1 of [28], the orbit Gg in g* corresponding to tt is closed. Since Gg is

contained in g + 3X (0X the annihilator of 3 in g*) and has the same

dimension, Gg = g + 3X. Now the arguments of most of §§ 2 and 3 of [24]

apply without change; we merely summarize the results. First, however, we

need a purely algebraic fact about Lie algebras, which was kindly

communicated to the author by Professor M. Vergne.

4.6. Lemma. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and let g be a finite

dimensional Lie algebra over k. Let U(q) be the universal enveloping algebra of

Q, let K(q) be its division ring of fractions, and let C(g) be the center o/ZC(g).

Let Z?(g*)a denote the field of rational functions on g* ithe k-dual of g) which

are invariant under the coadjoint action of g. Then there exists a canonical

isomorphism of C(g) onto R (g*)8.

Proof (M. Vergne). This was proved in [35] when k is algebraically closed.

Let & be an algebraic closure of k, let g = g ®k k, and let t^: C(g) -» R (g*)B

be the canonical isomorphism. We have to_prove that \f> sends C(g) onto

Z?(g*)a. So let G be the Galois group of k over k. For o E G, and for

u =■ uxu2l E C(g) (k,, u2 E i/(g)) and/ G g*, we have by definition of \¡>,

«1 - V^(«)(/)«2 e;(/) (notation as in [35]). Then uxa - 0Ki/)(/))om£ e

J iff, but /(/)" = j(f) by independence of polarizations, so that i4>iu)if))a

— ̂ iu")ifa)- Hence \p commutes with the action of G and \p maps C(g) into

W)8.
On the other hand, suppose r E R (g*)B. Then r = t//(«) for some u E C(g).

Since r is G-invariant, so is «. But it is easy to see that this forces u E C(g) n

* (0) = C(g).

4.7. Theorem. Let G be a connected, simply connected, unimodular,

exponential solvable Lie group with center Z. Let g, P, etc., be as above.

(a) Let tt be an irreducible representation of G corresponding to the orbit

O = Gg in g*. Then the following are equivalent:

(ï)TT is S.I.W.S.
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(ii) P(g) ¥= 0, or equivalently, bg is nondegenerate on g/3.

(iii) O^g + o^-

(iv) IndZ|Cx is primary, where x is the element of Z of which ir\Z is a

multiple.

Furthermore, P depends only on the restriction f of g to 5, and so may be

viewed as a polynomial function on 3* or as an element of 5(a), the symmetric

algebra on 3.

(b) There is a natural bijection $ from (/ G 3*: P(f) ^ 0} onto the set of

S.I.W.S. elements of G, which is a homeomorphism for the usual topologies

(relativized vector space topology and relativized Fell topology).

(c) Let C(g) be as in 4.6. If G has S.I.W.S. irreducible representations, then

C(g) coincides with the field of fractions of 5(3). The converse holds if G is

further assumed to be locally algebraic.

Proof. Only (c) is not a direct copy of results from [24]. The proof of the

first part of (c) is identical to the proof of the first half of Theorem 3 of [24],

except that one must consider rational functions instead of polynomial

functions. (C(g) may be identified with the G-invariant rational functions on

g* by 4.6.) The second half of (c) follows as in [24] from the fact that when g

is algebraic, the transcendence degree of C(g) over R is equal to the

codimension of a generic orbit of G on g*. (This fact was stated in [15], but

no proof was given there. In any event, it follows from 4.6 as explained in [35]

for the special case of an algebraically closed ground field.)

4.8. Remarks. Note that if G satisfies the hypotheses of 4.7 and if G has

S.I.W.S. representations, then Z must be nontrivial, since 3 = 0 would imply

that G consists of a single point, by (iii) of (a) of the theorem. This is no

longer true if one drops the hypothesis of unimodularity of G, as is shown by

the familiar example of the "ax + b" group. Secondly, we remark that (c) is

formulated in terms of C(g) rather than in terms of the center of i/(g), since

the former may be strictly larger than the field of fractions of the latter when

g is not nilpotent. (For instance, let g = Rex + Re2 + Re3, where [ex, e2] =

e2, [ex, e3] = e3, and [e2, e3] = 0. ¿7(g) has trivial center, but e2e3x is a

nontrivial element of C(g).) It seems possible, although probably unlikely,

that the assumption that g be algebraic could be dropped in the second part

of (c). (One certainly cannot allow G to be nonunimodular and g to be

nonalgebraic and expect the result to be true-consider for instance the case

g = Re, + Re2 + Re3, where [ex, e2] = e2, [ex, e3] = Xe3 with X irrational,

ie2» ei\ - 0- Then 3 and C(g) are trivial, but g*, being odd dimensional,

cannot contain an open G-orbit.)

4.9. Proposition. Let G, Z, and <bbeas in 4.7, and suppose G has S.I. W.S.

representations. Then the Plancherel measure of G, which by Proposition 4.3 is
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supported on the set of S.I.W.S. representations, is transported via $ to the

measure \P(f)\ df on 0*, where df is Lebesgue measure on 3*, suitably normal-

ized.

Proof. This is proved exactly the same way as Theorem 6 of [24], except

that in place of the Kirillov-Pukanszky character formula for nilpotent

groups, we must use the character formula and Plancherel theorem for

exponential groups ([2, Chapter IX, §4] and [28]). (The "correction factor"

depending on the roots of g by which one must multiply before taking

Fourier transforms is 1 in this case, and so may be omitted.)

4.10. Proposition. Let hypotheses and notation be as in Proposition 4.9. Then

iff E 3* andP(f) =£ 0, the formal degree of<b(f) is just \P(f)\.

Proof. Let us remark first of all that this follows for almost all / (with

respect to Lebesgue measure on 3*) from Proposition 4.9 and the relation

between formal degree and trace. But to avoid the possibility of an

exceptional null set, we must be somewhat more careful. Perhaps one could

prove this Proposition by a more elaborate version of the inductive proof of

Theorem 4 of [24], but it seems easiest to modify the proof of Proposition 4.9.

(In fact, Proposition 4.9 is actually a corollary of Proposition 4.10, but as its

proof is slightly easier, we list it as a separate result. Similarly, Theorem 4 of

[24] implies Theorem 6 of the same paper, except for the exact values of the

normalizing constants.)

Fix/ G 3* with P(f) =£ 0, and choose a lattice T in Z such that/takes only

integral values on log T. Then </>(/) is trivial on T, and may be viewed as a

representation tt of G/T. Since G/T has compact center, tt is actually S.I.S.S.,

and by definition of the formal degree for S.I.W.S. representations, tt and

<b(f) have the same formal degree d„. (We are supposing that Haar measure ds

on G/T is normalized so that if ds is Haar measure on G and h E %(G),

then

fh(s)ds=(      2Hs + t)ds)
jg Jg/v ,er /

We compute a\ by finding the discrete part of the Plancherel measure p on

(G/T)\ (Recall that by [8, Proposition 18.8.5], piir) = dv.)

First we note that virtually all of [29, pp. 569-571] applies without essential

change to our situation. In particular, there is a diffeomorphism w: g/log T -»

G/T such that if $: g -» g/log T and ^: G-+G/T are the respective

canonical maps, then ^ ° exp = u ° 1^. Let j be the absolute value of the

Jacobian of w; / is Z/T-invariant and/(0) = 1. Choose ß E <3)(G/r) with

ß(e) i- 0 and define a E <$ (g/log T) by a(x) =j(x)ß ° íú(x), x E g/log T.

As in [2, Remarque IX. 3.1.3, p. 249], we have
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Tr(ß) = ] a(x)ir ° iú(x) dx,
•Viog r

and by substitution of the character formula for exponential groups ([2,

Chapter IX] and [28]) for the character formula for nilpotent groups in the

proof of [29, Lemma 2.2, pp. 570-571], we obtain the formula

Tt«{ß) -/«(/) ara{l).
Jo

Here O is the G-orbit g + 3X in g* (g any linear extension off), viewed as a

G-orbit in (g/log TV, and vg is the "canonical measure" on O obtained from

bg in the usual way. Again as in the proofs of [24, Theorem 6] and Proposition

4.9 above, dvg(l) = \P(f)\~' dlif dlis Lebesgue measure.

Now suppose ß transforms according to the character

z h* exp(277i/(log z))

under the action of Z/T on L2(G/T). Then ß is in the 77-primary subspace of

L2(G/T), and so

ß(e) = f      Jr(p(ß)) dp(p) = M(77) Trt>(0))
(2) ^

-<Tr»(«-<|JP(/)|-,J^(/)A

However by the condition on ß, â is supported on O, so that the Plancherel

theorem for the abelian Lie group g/log T gives

(3) ß(e) = a(0) = f â(/) rf/ - f â(/) dl.
•'(g/log O" •'O

Comparing (2) and (3) for ß(e), we conclude that d„ =» |P(/)|, proving the

proposition.

4.11. Remark. The paper of Duflo and Raïs [11] contains a stronger result

than 4.10, valid for nonunimodular groups, as well as the Plancherel formula

for arbitrary exponential groups. The proof above was developed before we

were aware of their work-we include it since the details are needed for the

next theorem.

4.12. The last theorem of this section is an extension of Theorem 7 of [24].

Although the result may not be all that useful when G is not nilpotent, it

seems to us that the proof below is simpler than the one given by Moore and

Wolf for the nilpotent case.

Theorem. Let G be a connected, simply connected exponential solvable Lie

group with center Z, and let H be a discrete subgroup of G such that G/H is

compact. Assume that G has S.I.W.S. irreducible representations. Then an

S.I.W.S. irreducible representation w of G is contained in IndHÎCl (the regular

representation of G on L2(G/H)) if and only if the restriction of ir to
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T = H n Z is a multiple of the trivial representation. When tt is contained in

Indtfjcl, its multiplicity is equal to its formal degree (as computed above in

4.10). (We assume Haar measures are normalized in a manner to be specified in

the proof?)

Proof. Note first of all that G is necessarily unimodular. Indeed, since

G/H carries a G-invariant measure, and since H is unimodular, it follows

that the modular function of G is trivial when restricted to H. Hence

tr(ad x) = 0 for all x G log H. But it is clear that log H spans g, so tr(ad x)

= 0 for all x G g, and G is unimodular. (See [19] for another proof of this.) In

particular, 4.7 and 4.10 are applicable to G.

Observe next that T is a lattice in Z, so that G' = G/T has compact center

Z' = Z/r. Let H' = H/T. It will be convenient to work with G' in place of

G. It is clear that IndH1.cl restricts to a multiple of the trivial representation

on T, so that the given condition for containment of tt is necessary. So

henceforth we assume tt is trivial on T, and view tt as a representation, which

is actually S.I.S.S., of G'. We must show then that tt is contained in IndH-tG.l

with multiplicity Nv equal to its formal degree d„. Recall that if p is the

Plancherel measure of G', dv is just pí{tt)).

Suppose $ G %(G') is of positive type. Then by the trace formula for

representations induced from discrete uniform subgroups [14, pp. 17-32],

(Ind^-i^lXd)) is of trace class and has trace given by

( 2   <¡>(ghg-x)dg=  S ^Tro-Oí»).

As in [2, pp. 250-252], this result holds for all <> G <%(&), whether or not <b is

of positive type. Let x be the character of Z' determined by the restriction of

it, and suppose <¡> G <>Ù(G') transforms according to x under the action of Z'

(by left translations). Then by the character formula for groups whose

universal covering is exponential (as derived in the proof of Proposition 4.10),

we see that Tr o(<¡>) vanishes for o^ tt. Hence only the term A/„Tr tt(4>)

contributes to the right-hand side of the formula above, and only the term

involving it contributes to the Plancherel inversion formula for <?, so that

<b(e) = f  Tr o(<b) dp(o) = dvTr tt(<}>).
JG'

Now H' is discrete in G', Z' is compact, and H' n Z' = (e), so that we

may choose a small Z'-saturated neighborhood V of e in G ' such that

V n H' = (e). Also G'/H' is compact, so that there exists a compact set E

in G' containing representatives for every point in G'/H'. Then we may

choose a Z'-saturated neighborhood W of e in G' such that g~xWg n H' =

(e) for all g G E. Suppose we can choose <f> G <3)(G') transforming according
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to x and supported in W. Then the trace formula above (assuming G'/H' has

measure 1) just reduces to

Ayrr »f» - f      <b(e) dg - <b(e) = djr *(<£),
JG'/H-

so that if <¡>(e) ¥=0,N„ = dm and our theorem is proved.

So we need only check that we can choose <f> appropriately. But this is easy,

for we can take <> of the form d>,d>2 (pointwise, not convolution, product),

where <¡>x E fy(W), #2 is C°°, $x(e) and <;>2(e) are both nonzero, ¿>, is constant

on cosets of Z', and <i>2 transforms according to x under the action of Z'. (To

construct <i>„ pull back a function in fy(G/Z). For <b2, one may take a

smooth coefficient function for 77.)

4.13. Finally, to illustrate Theorem 4.7, we give an example of a unimodu-

lar exponential solvable group which has S.I.W.S. representations but which

is not nilpotent. Let g be the 5-dimensional Lie algebra over R with basis

ex,... ,e5 and nonvanishing brackets [ex, e2] = e3, [es, ex] = ex, [e5, e2] =

- *2> [es> eJ - e3.

This algebra is completely solvable; it is unimodular since Tr(ad es) = 1 -

1 = 0 and since ex,..., e4 are ad-nilpotent. The center of g is 3 = Re3. If

ex*,...,ef is a basis of g* dual to ex,..., e5, it is easy to check that the

stability subalgebra of e* is just 3. Thus the simply connected analytic group

G with Lie algebra g has square-integrable representations. The Pfaffian

polynomial in this case is clearly P(tef) = t2, so that G has the same

Plancherel measure (aside from perhaps a normalizing factor) as the 5-

dimensional Heisenberg group.

5. The case of algebraic solvable groups over local fields.

5.1. The characterization of the S.I.W.S. representations of type I solvable

Lie groups given in Theorem 3.5 has analogues for b-adic solvable groups,

which we outline briefly here. Let ä be a b-adic field (a nondiscrete totally

disconnected locally compact field of characteristic zero) with ring of integers

0, and assume for simplicity that the characteristic of the residue class field

of 0 is not 2. Let S be a connected solvable affine algebraic group defined

over k with unipotent radical 91, and let 5" be a maximal torus of § defined

over k. Denote by G, T, and Af the groups of ^-rational points of §, ?T, and

91, respectively, so that G is the semidirect product of. the locally compact

groups T and N. Let g, t, and n denote the Lie algebras (over k) of G, T, and

N (resp.), and let g*, t*, and n* be their /c-duals. Howe [18] has studied the

harmonic analysis of G and of a certain open normal subgroup C of G (Cx in

his notation), where C is homeomorphic (via the exponential map) to its "Lie

algebra" V. F is an 0 -sub-Lie algebra of g containing n and a compact open

0-submodule of t. By [18, Proposition 1.1], C is a hminary (CCR) group with
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C canonically homeomorphic to V/C, and by [18, Theorem 1.1], G is a type I

group whose dual (as a Borel space-Howe does not determine the topology of

G) is a fiber space over n*/G, the fiber over an orbit Gf E n*/G looking like

(GjN/N)'. (The action of G on n* and of C on V is the coadjoint represen-

tation.)

In the case where G is unipotent (so that C = G), the S.I.W.S. repre-

sentations of G were observed by van Dijk [40] to be characterized by the

same criteria as for nilpotent Lie groups. The natural generalization of this is

the following.

5.2. Proposition. With notation as above, the S.I.W.S. representations of C

correspond to orbits Cy E V/C such that the stabilizer Cy of y in C is equal to

the center Z(C) of C.

Proof. If 3 is the center of g, we clearly have Z(C) = exp(3 n V). Suppose

o E C corresponds to the orbit Cy, and let x be the character of Z(C)

determined by the restriction of o. Then y extends the character x ° exp of

an K, and the orbit Cy is contained in y + (3 n V)x (we use additive

notation for V and denote annihilators in V by a x). Furthermore, minor

modifications in the proof of Howe's Plancherel theorem for C (see [18,

Proposition 1.1] again) show that a is a subrepresentation of IndZ(C)1.cx if and

only if Cy has positive measure in (X E V: A|(3 n V) = x ° exp} = y + (3 n
V)x with respect to the translate of Haar measure on (3 n V)±. But Cy is a

closed submanifold of (3 n V)x (viewing both as analytic manifolds over k),

so it is easy to see that this happens if and only if Cy and (3 n V)L have the

same dimension (over 0). Since C is "exponential," this in turn happens if

and only if Cy and Z(C) have the same Lie algebra over 0, and so are equal.

5.3. The corresponding analysis for G is only slightly trickier. It does not

seem possible (as in the Lie group case) to describe G in terms of g*/G in a

natural way, primarily because the duals of the additive and multiplicative

groups of k look very different (unlike the situation over R). Nevertheless, we

have the following analogue of Theorem 2.

Theorem. Let notation be as above. Fix f E n*, and let g be any element of

g* which extends f. Let o E G, and suppose the restriction of o to N is

associated with the orbit Gf E n*/G. Then o is S.I. W.S. if and only if Gg (the
stabilizer of g for the coadjoint action of G on g*) is compact modulo the center

ZofG.

Proof. All groups appearing in this proof will be algebraic (or more

correctly, groups of fc-rational points of algebraic groups defined over k), so

that in the discussion below, connectedness and dimension are to be taken in

the algebraic, not topological, sense. In particular, H0 here denotes the
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connected component of the identity in the group H for the Zariski k-

topology.

To begin with, we note that if 5" contains a central subtorus of positive

dimension, we may divide out by it, and hence we may suppose that Z0 Ç N.

Let x be the character of Z0 determined by the restriction of a. We know that

o is S.I.W.S. if and only if a is a discrete summand of Indz TCx«

Let jux be a measure on Ñ in the class determined by the canonical

decomposition of Indz tArx, and let 77 be an element of N in the G-orbit O

where o\N Uves. Since IndZoîGx = Ind7VÎG(IndZoîWxX the same reasoning as

for Lie groups shows that 77 is S.I.W.S. if and only if the following two

conditions hold:

(a) O has positive jix-measure, and

(b) (Gv/N)"= (GjN/N)" is discrete, or equivalently, GfN/N is compact.

We shall show that these conditions are equivalent to the condition of the

theorem.

First, note that as for real nilpotent groups, px is equivalent to the image in

N of (translated) Haar measure on the affine subspace/ + 0X in n*, where 0X

is the annihilator in n* of the Lie algebra 3 of Z. Furthermore, Gf is an

algebraic subvariety of/+ 3X which is at least locally closed, so that (a) is

equivalent to the condition that Gf have the same dimension as / + 8X, or

that q/qj and n/3 have the same dimension. Secondly, note that G} is

algebraic, so that (Gf)Q is the semidirect product of Nf and a torus. Replacing

T by a conjugate torus if necessary, we may assume that this torus lies in T,

so that (Gf)0 = (NjTj)0. We claim that (Gg)0 = (NgTj)0. For this it is enough

to prove that for x E qf n_t, x G_gg. But for x Et, ad x has a complete set of

eigenvectors in g = g ®k k, for k an algebraic closure of k. Letting/, g be the

fc-linear extensions of /, g (resp.) to ñ = n ®k k and g, we see that if

x E Qf n i, fdx,y]) = 0 for all y E ñ, and so / vanishes on all eigenvectors

for ad x in ñ with nonzero eigenvalue. But then/vanishes on all eigenvectors

for ad x in g with nonzero eigenvalue, since all such he in ñ, and so x

stabilizes g and hence lies in gg.

Now assume (b), so that T¡ is compact (and thus anisotropic over k). By

Lemma 1.6.1 on p. 500 of [29], dim(Gf/Gg) > dim(G/GfN). (The lemma is
stated for Lie groups, but the essence of the proof is straight Lie algebra

theory, which is valid over any field of characteristic zero.) Assuming (a),

dim( G/Gj) = dim(N/Z0), and combining this with the above,

dim( G/Gg) - dim( G/Gf) + dim(Gf/Gg)

> dim(Ayz0) + dim('G/GjN) = dim(G/Z) - dim 7}.

Since ZqCN n Gg, and since 7} ç Gg by the remarks above, we see that Gg
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contains Z7} and has the same dimension. Hence GjZTj is finite, and GJZ

is compact.

Conversely, if Gg/Z is compact, then clearly (Gg\ = (ZTf)0 and 7} is

compact. This proves (b), and then dim(Gf/Gg) > dim(G/GjN) as before.

The reverse inequality is trivial, so

dim(G/Gj) = dim(G/Gg) - dim{Gf/Gg)

= dim(r/7}) + dim(N/ZQ) - dim(Gf/Gg) = dim(N/Z0),

proving (a).
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